Tina Torp, 11

I am interested in veterinary studies but am open to all fields of medicine. I love animals but find the faster-paced areas of medicine interesting such as the ER.

Elijah Stewart, 11

My professional goal is to develop into a knowledgeable and creative software developer. My ambition has been fueled by my passionate love for coding and my innate desire to create works that significantly improve the world. I've been fascinated by programming's endless possibilities and the freedom it provides me to actualize my ideas ever since I first started learning about it. I also enjoy making music using my guitar, which I've been getting into more recently as I have practiced more often. I also have another alternative career path that is much more probable, genetic engineering. I have admired the true wonder of manipulating genetic material to reach the goal of better health for patients since I was just a toddler.

Seth Van Deusen, 11
I am interested in going into the field of neuroscience, and earning a doctorate or becoming an M.D. I am also interested in F1 gaming and aerospace engineering (from Kennedy Space Center).